Earthdog Test Results, Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2007
(Qualifying dogs)

Junior Judge(s): E Dahlstrom / N Row (51 Starters)
CH Brocair's Just One Look, D Boyd/D Green
Elwha Hartagold At Coans JE, H Somers
Elwha's Dandy Juan, C Metzler
Gabriel's Holiday Nutmeg, D Eatherton
CH Jansim Toad In The Hole CD ME, P Dyer/C Dyer
Kittle-Bee Blue Charm CD RA, L Moreland
Ryswood's North Of Sixty, L Kobold Palser/J Wolffe
Sunkist Maximum Drive CD MX MXJ OAP OJP JE, L Olson/H Haydon
CH Sunkist Sweet Music Man RN NA, H Hayden/M Ikard

Senior Judge: A Neff (38 Starters)
CH Behm Fanfare Quarry Quest JE, S Stuber
Lothlorien Jansim Hazel Tor SE, a robaczewski/P Dyer
Lothlorien's Piper Comanche CD RE AX OAJ ME, R Walden/L Bijsterveld
McLeod's Merry Mac RA NA NAJ NAP OJP JE, L Dixon/C Dixon
CH Ottermask Choirboy At Topaz SE, A Johnson
CH Rovin Jansim Summer Wine SE, P Dyer/J Chambers
Royal Oaks Mr Bentley OA AXJ ME, M Arcia
MACH2 Scentsible Silkhope Tate CDX RE ME NF, S Redding

Master Judge: E Dahlstrom (20 Starters)
CH Elwha Angelic Otter Surprise SE, R Kelley
CH Elwha Jd Jye CD RA TD ME, J Rassbach
CH Fanfare Double O Behm OA OAJ SE, S Russell-Diaz/S Diaz/K Erlenmeyer
Freilance Starshot CD RA AX MXJ ME NF, C Sanks
MACH Freilance Zap CDX NAP OJP ME, K Pratt
Lothlorien's Piper Comanche CD RE AX OAJ ME, R Walden/L Bijsterveld
MACH2 Scentsible Silkhope Tate CDX RE ME NF, S Redding
Tyneside Cumbri Chon Jye UD RAE NA NAJ OAP OJP ME, J Rassbach